
 

 

 

 

 

Autumn 1 Half Term Overview Year 3 

By the end of this half term we will have… 

Maths 

 Copied and calculated vertical addition and subtraction with tricky 
unit columns. 

 Named a range of shapes. 

 Copied grids and bar charts accurately.  

English 

 Read a story with a familiar setting set at the seaside. 

 Used adjectives and adverbs to create a beach setting showing moods 
and feelings. 

 Written an entry for an A to Z travel guide that gives clear, useful and 
interesting information. 

Science 

 Recognised that light is needed to see in order to see things and that 

dark is the absence of light.  

 Understood that shadows are formed when the light from a light 

source is blocked by a solid object.  

 Found patterns in the way that the size of shadows changes.  

Computing 

 Created animated scenes in the form of a storyboard. 

 Used scratch to create an animation. 

 Corrected mistakes in animation programs.  

Geography 

 Located the Equator, northern and southern hemisphere. 

 Identified the European continent using a world map. 

 Recognised the countries that make up Europe along with its major 

cities.  

Art & Design 

 Produced a portrait using accurate facial portions.  

 Used pastels to create an abstract portrait. 

 Evaluated a portrait using clear next steps. 

Music 

 Developed an understanding of beat and rhythm. 

 Recognised musical layers. 

 Used musical layers in class performance.  

PE 

 Used different body parts to complete challenges in a variety of ways 

including obstacle courses, partner work and problem solving. 

 Shown different ways of travelling in curled up or stretched out 

shapes with the ability to hold balanced positions in sequences. 

RE 

 Understand where and how Christians pray. 

 Understand that Roman Catholic Christians go on a pilgrimage to 

Lourdes. 

 Understood that Jewish people worship in a synagogue or at home. 

French 

 Greeted others by saying, ‘I am called…’, ‘what is your name?’, ‘how 
are you?’ 

 Focused on phonics and spelling of greetings in French.  

 


